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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider the inverse scattering problem of a plane acoustic wave by 
a multilayered obstacle which is important in various areas of imaging and nondestructive testing. 
When the core is penetrable (with transmission boundary conditions), we obtain that the core is 
determined uniquely by the corresponding far field pattern. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights re- 
served. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the scattering problem by a multi layered obstacle which consists of a finite number 
of homogeneous layers. Such problems have wide applications in various areas of imaging, optics, 
radar, sonar, and nondestructive t sting. For example, one unknown obstacle is covered by several 
thin layers in geophysical models and we try to find the shape of the obstacle. In mathematical  
description, this leads to our problem which will be discussed in the following. The existence 
and uniqueness of the solution of the corresponding direct scattering problem have been studied 
extensively (see [1-5] and references therein). 
The inverse scattering problem we are concerned with is the problem of determining the shape of 
the core by measurements of the far field patterns of acoustic or electromagnetic waves. However, 
the most important question about the inverse scattering problem is uniqueness, i.e., in what 
conditions the obstacle is uniquely determined by the corresponding far field pattern (or scattering 
amplitude) (see [2]). To single obstacle, in the case of Dirichlet boundary condition there exist 
uniqueness results due to Schiffer (see [2,3,6]). In 1990, Isakov [7] obtained the uniqueness result 
for transmission problems if the far field patterns for all incident waves and one fixed wavenumber. 
Later in 1993, Kirsch and Kress [8] simplified this approach and also gave a uniqueness result for 
Neumann problem. For inverse scattering problem by an inhomogeneous medium, we can find 
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some results from paper [9] by Sylvester and Uhlmann. Using the idea of Isakov for transmission 
problem, Hettlich [5] discussed the inverse conductive scattering problem and obtained some 
uniqueness results in 1994. Recent developments of inverse scattering problems are presented in 
the article [4]. In this paper, we consider the multilayered obstacle by using the method in [5] 
and establish that the core is uniquely determined by the corresponding far field pattern. 
REMARK. As we know, the inverse scattering problems, although of obvious physical interest, are 
ill-posed, many numerical methods have been developed since Tikhonov introduced regularization 
methods for linear ill-posed problems in the mid-1960s. Based on the theory results of uniqueness 
to corresponding problems (see [1-12]), our problem 'also can be approached by some numerical 
methods (see [4]). 
The scattering of a plane acoustic wave by a multilayered obstacle is described in detail in the 
following (see [1]). 
Let f~ be a bounded closed subset of R 3 with boundary So. The set f~ consists of a finite number 
annular regions f~n by surface Sn, where Sn C Sn-1, and Sn (~ Sn-1 = O, n = 1,2 . . . . .  N. The 
surface Sn (n = 1, 2 . . . . .  N) are assumed to be C 2 (in fact, this condition can be weakened). We 
use f~0 to denote the exterior egion of f~. Each of f~j (j = 1, 2 . . . .  , N) is homogeneous isotropic 
media of mass density pj and compressibility Vj- The wavenumbers kj (j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  N) have 
the following relation 
k~ - "Y0 Pj k 2, j = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,Y .  (1) 
3'j P0 
Let uj be the acoustic field in the region flj (j = 0, 1,2, . . . ,  N). Then, the scattering problem 
by the multilayered obstacle f~ is described by the following transmission problem (suppressing 
the harmonic time dependence exp(-iwt)): 
Auj + k~uj = 0, in f~j, 
u j+ l  = ut, on 8t, (2) 
Ou t Out+l - A t , on S t, 
Ov Ov 
where A t = Pt+l/Pt (J = O, 1,2, . . . ,N).  
We must mention that in the region f~0, the solution u0 is the superposition of the scattered 
wave u~ and the given incident plane wave u~ = e ik°x'd, i.e., u0 = u~ + u~) and the scattered 
wave u~ is required to satisfy the following Sommerfeld radiation condition 
( )  imr - ikou  = o, = Ixl (3) 
uniformly in all directions x/Ix I. This condition ensures the following asymptotic expansion of 
the form 
u~ (x) = e~k°'X' {uoo (Sz) + O (~x~) . (4) 
The function u~(a~) is the far field pattern (or scattering amplitude) of the scattered wave. 
From Green's representation theorem [2, Theorem 2.5] and the asymptotic behavior of the 
fundamental solution 
1 e ik lx -y l  
V(x ,y )= 4r Ix -y l '  x#y,  (5) 
we have a representation f the far field pattern in the form 
u 8(y ) -e -  9_  
Uoo (X) -~ T~ JD Oily OlYy (y) e -ik~'u } dsy. (6) 
Boundary integral equation methods are useful to discuss the problem (2). 
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In the sequel, in order to indicate the dependence on the incident direction d, we will write 
u = u(.; d), u i = u*(.; d), u s = uS(.; d), and u~ = u~(. ;  d), respectively. 
The inverse problem in which we are interested is: known the wave number kj ( j  = 0, 1,2) and 
the far field pattern u~(~?) for all incident directions, we obtain that  the core f in  is uniquely 
determined by the far field pattern. 
2.  INVERSE PROBLEM 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the inverse scattering by a two-layer obstacle. 
~ So 
Figure 1. Our problem. 
f~o 
Let f~ be a bounded domain in R 3 with boundary So (see Figure 1, f~ = ~'~1 U ~'~2). A core f~2 
with boundary $1 is contained in the domain fL We suppose that  So A $1 = 0 and use flo to 
denote the region outside f~ (i.e., f~o = R 3 \ ~), f~l the region between So and $1 and f~2 the 
region inside $1. 
The scattering of a plane acoustic wave by a two-layer obstacle can be formulated as the 
following form (suppressing the harmonic time dependence exp(- icvt)) :  
Auo + k2uo = 0, in f~o, 
Av + k~v = O, in ~1,  
A~ + k2cv = 0 in g/2, 
u0--W : 0, on S0, 
Ou__2o _ Ov  (7) 
0u AI~-~ = O, on So, 
v - -w=O,  on ' l ,  
Ov A Oa~ 
0u 2b--~ = 0, on S1, 
where kj (j = 0, 1, 2) is the wave number and Aj ( j  = 1, 2) is the jump number. 
The total  wave u0 = u i + u s is decomposed into the given incident plane wave u ~ = e ikd'z and 
the scattered wave u s which is required to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition, 
) lirno¢ r k, &'  - ik°uS = O, r = Lxl , (8) 
uniformly in all direction ~ = x / tx  I. This condition leads to an asymptotic behaviour of the form, 
u s (x) : Ix---V ~ (~)  + o , txl -~  ~,  (9) 
uniformly in all directions ~? = x / Ix  I where the function uo¢(~?), defined on the unit sphere S 2 
in _R 3, is known as the far field pattern (or scattering amplitude) of the scattered wave. 
We use u to denote the solution of the problem (7), i.e., 
u0(x) ,  i f xEr io ,  
u (x) = v (x),  if x C ~'~1, (10) 
CO (X), if X C ~2. 
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Green's theorem, the Helmholtz equations and the corresponding boundary conditions imply that 
the solution u of the scattering problem (7) satisfies the following variational equation: 
SBR (aVu . Vg~ - b2u~) dx = SaBR OU •-ffVV ~ ds' 
where BR = {x • R3; Ixl < R} is a ball with ~ C_ BR, 
and 
1, if x • fl0, 
a (x) = A1, if x • I l l ,  
A1A2, if x • ~2, 
Vqo • H 1 (BR), (11) 
{ k02, if x • 1-/0, b 2(z )= ,hk~, 
AIA2k22, 
REMARK. A1 =- p+/p-, A2 = P-/Po, and pj (j = 
in the region Fro, fl l, and FI2, respectively. HI(BR) 
analogously Hs(OBR), for s • R. 
Let L : H1/2(OBR) --+ H-1/2(DBR) be the Dirichlet to Neumann map, i.e., 
L~O = 0---~-' 
where ~bl is the uniqueness olution of the exterior Dirichlet problem 
A¢1 + k021pt = 0, in R3\BR, 
¢i = ¢, on OBR. 
(12) 
if x • l'h, (13) 
if x • fl2. 
0, + , - )  is the mass density of the media 
denotes the Sobolev space of order 1, and 
(14) 
(15) 
By L0, we denote the corresponding operator with wavenumber k = 0. Both operators (L and L0) 
can be explicitly expressed in terms of spherical harmonic functions and Bessel functions. We 
can prove that -L0  is a strictly coercive sesquilinear form, i.e., 
2 -(Log;, ¢) _> C[[¢[IH,n(OBR), V ~ 6 H 1/2 (OBR) ,  (16) 
where <, ) denotes the dual bracket and c is a positive constant. From [9, Theorem 2.1] and [10], 
L - L0 is a compact operator from H1/2(OBR) to H-1/2(OBR). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function u 6 HI(Ba) is a weak solution of the two-layer obstacle scattering 
problem (7), if u satisfies the following variational equation in BR, 
Io io ) (aVu. V@ - b2uT) dx - (Lu,~) = \ Ou - Lui @ds, V~ 6 H i (BR). (17) R BR 
According to [10, Theorem 2.1], we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let kg, k 2, k 2, A1, A2, a(x) andb2(z) bedefined asabove. Then, for any f 6 HI(BR) 
there exists a unique solution u 6 H 1 (BR) which satisfies 
i s  (aVu. - (nu,~) = (f,~)H'(S,) , (18) V~ b2u~) dx 
It 
for all qo • HI(BR). 
In this paper, the inverse scattering problem is to recover the boundary $1 from the corre- 
sponding far field pattern (or scattering amplitude). 
We state our main result in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let k 2 (j = 0, 1,2), Aj(j = 1,2), a(x), and b2(x) be given as above. I f  there are 
two interior scatterers $1 and $1 which lead to the same far field patterns for a11 directions of 
incident waves at a fixed frequency, i.e., 
uloo ('; d) = u l~ ('; d), (19) 
for all directions d E S 2. Then, 
& -- &. (20) 
Where uloo and g l~ denote the far field patterns of the problem (7) corresponding to the cores 
S1 and $1, respectively. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
Suppose $1 ~ $1, (i.e., f~2 ~ ~2). There are two configurations (Sl,U) and (Sl,u) which lead 
to the same far field patterns, we will find a contradiction. 
For the sake of simplicity, we use Y~. = (f~o,f~l, f~2; So, $1} to denote the problem (7), and 
= (f~o, ~1, ~2; So, $1} to denote the following problem, i.e., 
Au0 + kguo = O, 
Av  + k21v = O, 
A~ + ~ = O, 
UO - -  ~ = O, 
Ov 
- -  - ,hb7  =o, 
v-ca=0,  
---i aa; ~b7 =0, 
~U0 
c~ 
C~L~ 
0v 
So, similar to (12) and (13), we have 
in f~o, 
in ~1, 
in ~2, 
on So, 
on So, 
on $1 
on S1- 
1, if x E ~o, 
(X) ----" ~l, if x E ~1, 
AIA2, i fxE~2,  
ko , if x E rio, 
~2 (x) = Alk~, if X e i l l ,  
A,A2k22, i fxc~2,  
(21) 
(22) 
(2a) 
and variational equation, 
5Vf~ . V~ - ~)25(p dx = -~v~ds, V ~ E (BR) , (24) 
R Bl~ 
whereBR = {x E Ha; [xl <R} is aba l lw i th~C BR. 
REMARK. Here, we list some notations which are important o the following discussion. 
~)1 = f~0 \ ~2, f~c = f~2 tJ ~2, and similar to (10), ~ is the solution to the problem (21), i.e., 
uo(x) ,  i f xc f~o,  
(x) = v (x), if x E ~1, (25) 
w (x), if x C ~2- 
In fact, avoid cumbersome description, we still use uo(x), v(x)  and w(x) in (21) and (25). 
Then, we have the following lemma. 
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Let D C R 3 be a bounded domain with ~c C_ D. Under the assumptions of the LEMMA 3.1. 
Theorem 2.1, we have 
2 (2a) 
-~ £2 [(~1~2--)t l)VU'VO2-1-(~l~2k2-jHk2)uv2] dx, 
for every solution v2 • H 1 (D) of the variational equation 
where the coemcients a,,~ b.-2 E L~(D) satisfy 8. = & and ~2. = ~2 in f~c. 
(In fact, (27) is the general form of (24) to the problem ~ in the domain D.) 
PROOF. Let e = fi - u. Then, e is a radiation solution to the Helmholtz equation in the domain 
f~0, and by Rellich's lemma (see [?, Ch. 2]), e = 0 in f~0. Furthermore, Holmgren's uniqueness 
theorem ensures that e = 0 in the intersection domain f l \~ .  So, 
e = O, in R3\~c. (28) 
Using the definition of weak solution to our problem (see (11) and (24)), we have 
fo  [aVu . V~ - b2u~] dz = 0 
and 
(29) 
iD [SVfi " V~ -- ~2fi~] dx = O, (30) 
for all ~ • H~(D), and hence, 
= iD [--g~(Vfi- Vu) . Vqo + b2 (fi-- u)~o] dx 
(31) 
= fD [~Vu. Vqo-b2u~] dx 
=/o [(~-o/~ ~+ (~-~)o~] ~ 
Now, we choose another domain Do C_ D with l~/c _C Do and a function ¢(x) • C°~(R3), such 
that ~0(x) = 1 when x • flc and ¢(x) = 0 when x • R3\/)o. 
If ©2 is the solution of the equation (27), we have 
w-0. 
We also can check the following two formulas, 
~-a--  (~,~ - ~1)~ (~)  - (~1~-  ~,) ~ (~ (33) 
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and 
5 2 -- ~2_~ (,~1)~2k2_)~lkf)X(~-~2 ) _ ()~1)~2fi2_)~1k2)~ ( =~2), 
where X(') is the characteristic function. 
From (32)-(34), 
(34) 
"1-[(Al)~2k~ - )~1 k2) ~ (~~2)- ()~1~2 ~¢2 - /~ lk f ) )~ (~=~2)] u'02} dx. 
(35) 
i.e., 
So, 
Jo [(~,,5,~- ~,,)~ (,~),~,, v,~ + (~, ,~-  ~,,k,~)~ ( ,~)u,~] dx 
= /D [()~1/~2 -- /~1) X (~'~2) VU" V© 2 + (~1~2 k2 -- ,'~1 k2) X (~'~2) U©2] dx 
(36) 
Jf~2 [()~1~2 -- ~1)~t"  ~2 + ()~1~2k2 2 -- "~1~12) U1~2] dx 
(37) 
P 
: /_  [(/~1/~2 -- )~I)VU' VU 2 + ()kl/~2 k2 -- )~1 k2) tt02] dx 
d~t 2 
and the proof of the lemma is completed. 
We can modify Lemma 3.1, and get a more general result, which is stated in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, we have 
2 
: £ [(~,~ ~,)~, ~ + (~1~-~,~)~1~] x 
(3s) 
if t;1 and ©2 satisfy the following variational equations respectively, 
fD [a.V©l . V~O -- b2.©17~] dx -- O, V ~ E HI (D), (39) 
and 
fD [5.VO2.~-b2.©2~] dx=O, V~pE H~(D), (40) 
where the eoet~eients a., b., 5,, b. E L°°(D) and a. = a, b. = b, 5. = 5, and b. 2 = 82 in ~2c. 
(In fact, (39) and (40) are the modification of formula (29) and (30), respectively. However, 
we omit the proof of this lemma.) 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Assume ~2 ~ ~2, we can construct two special Green's functions 
and F corresponding to ~2 and ~2, respectively. The contradiction will be obtained by the 
following discussion. 
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Figure 2. About uniqueness. 
Since ~2 g f12, there exists a point xo E 0f/2 \ ~2 and a neighborhood Vxo with ITxo C] ~ ¢ w 
(see Figure 2). 
Now, we consider a smooth perturbation G instead of ~2. Choose a parameterizations of 
0~2v]Vxo in the form T : {Z E R 2 : Iz] < 1} ~ R 3, r(0) = xo. Also, let ~b E C~[0,1] with 
maxte[o,ll{~b(t)} = ~ > 0 and 
~b(t) = 1 (41) 
0, ~<t<l .  
If V~ o and e are sufficiently small, then, the domain, 
B= {r(z)+t¢( lz l )u(T( t ) ) :zE  R 2, Iz l< 1 tE (0,1)}, (42) 
is well defined and the boundary of ~2 U/~ is of C 1. Write G = (~2 U/~)o. By Lemma 2.1, the 
problem (7) is uniquely solvable for the new interior domain G. 
For a fixed point xo E Uxo where U,o is a brotherhood of x0 with U~o C_ G and consider the 
following problem, 
Au(.;z) 
Au (.; z) 
Au(.;z) 
+ k2o u (.; x) = 0, in ~o, 
+ k2u (-; x) = 0, in ~t \ (~, 
+ k22u (.;x) = 0, in G, 
ul+ (.;x) = ul_ ( . ;z) ,  on So, 
7vv+ 0b~v u 
Ou (.;x) = ~1 (. ;z),  on So, 
u]+ (.;z) ---- uI_ (.;x) + ¢2 ( ' ;x) ,  on OG, 
Ou (.; x) = A20u (.; x) + 0u _ ('; z) ,  on cOG. 
+ 
(43) 
We choose a domain D _c R 3 with G C_ D and x E (Uxo N B) \ D, then, the function F defined by 
(y; x) = ~ u (y; x), 
t u (y; x) + ~2 (y; z ) ,  
if y E R 3 \ G, 
i fyEG\{z} ,  
(44) 
which is a solution of the variational equation, 
£ [a,v  (y; x )  - (y; x) dy = 0, (45) 
for all ~ E H~(D). 
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Where (I)2(.;x) denotes the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation with wavenum- 
ber/¢2, 
5, i fyER a\/~, 
5 ,= A1A2, i fyEB,  
(46) 
and 
i fy E R a \/~, 
A1A2 2 , i f yEB.  
On the other hand, we can construct F as the following way 
F (y ;x )= ~w(y ;x )+~l (Y ;X) '  i f yER 3 \~2,  
( (y;x), if y E ~2, 
where w(y; x) satisfies the following boundary value problem 
Aw (.; x) 
A,., (.; x)  
Aw (.; x) 
(47) 
yCx,  
(48) 
+ ko~ (.;~) = 0, 
+ k~ (.; ~) = 0, 
+ k~ (.;z) = 0, 
~1+ (' ;~) = ~1_ ( ' ;~),  
+ ( . ;x )  = _ ( ;x ) ,  
~1+ (; z)  : ~1-  (; ~) - ~ (; x) ,  
o~ (.;~) = ~ (.;~) _ -~ ,  _ (.;~), 0 1 
+ 
in ~o, 
in f~l, 
in Ft2, 
on So, 
on So, 
on ~1,  
On S 1 
(49) 
and ~1('; x) denotes the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation with wavenumber kl
For x E (Uxo U B) \ D, 
D[aVF(y;x).~7~-b2F(y;x)~] dy=O, V EH(~(D). (50) 
So, F and F satisfy the assumptions in Lemma 3,2 and we have 
_...[o, [(A,A, - A1)VF (y;x) • v r  (y; x) 
+ (~l~.k~ - ~lk~) ~ (y;x) r (y; x)] ay 
(51) 
=/. (.;x). 
+ A - ~2-  (y;x)] dy. 
From the definition of the domain G and the well posedness of problem (7), we deduce that u(.; x) 
and w(.; x) are uniformly bounded in HI(D \ G) and HI(D). If Uzo is sufficiently small, we can 
prove that 
v~r (y; zt) " VyF (y; xt) dy > C[xo - xt1-1, (52) 
2 FIU:~ o 
where xt = xo + tu(xo) E Uxo, t > 0 with constant C. 
The right hand side of (52) tends to +c~ as t --~ 0. So, except he term, 
~2ou~,) (AI)~2- )u) VyF (y;xt)" Vy ~ (y;xt) dy' 
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similar estimates show that all other terms in (51) are bounded for t --* 0. But this contradicts 
to (51) and the proof is finished. 
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